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:-:t ,ter..ent of T'rol-Je:-:, 
!1ost parents fn.ce t1:e question of w},ether U 0 e wife sr.oulrl seek 
emplo;men t outside t 1--,e 1·0:::e durin0 the years t:-· at U:eir c:-· il ,! :·en ·1.:-c 
attenrlinf element'"ir~· sc1·:oo1. l'.any families •·ave no deice since 
t':'-'.e costs of d2.ily living rrinJ{e it necessarJr to pursue a dou'r:le i.ncor:~,e. 
A Jo.rre portion of p,rents rlo, however, J1ave a cYoice as to wi-eti-er 
tl·e mot1-:er should ;·o to wor'.-;:. In man,y hor.1es t1·.e seconrl incor::e r~oes 
toward ohtaininr some of tle "extra-tr,j_nr,s" not normn.11:,r availar le ,i,,P 
to fin::mcin.l limitations. 
r:otl,ers wl.o work outside of t}:e home will hmre less time to ;;tn:· 
:·,ome rel,1ti vely ,md ta}:e care of their children. 0·urtl:-.err::ore, 01.fter 
,;re returns from }er pJ:1.ce of employment, }·er strenr:tr. will cosp,::-·e 
u,fDvor~,:le r'1u:·1 e ev0n h: ex~·:1usted. ';'l·is m,,y affect on \·er c.,re of 
irrit,r,le •. ow ·-,--,iw·1.r>, ·Je:rrnblic of CYina is steppin,: into industrL,1-
izerl cociety, .:md u,.e nm'1ber of workin1r motLers is increc:i.sinr:; tl·erer·ore, 
t'.is topic needs to sturl.iod 11w1w,t is tl1e effect of m~terncl ec,plo~.T;e:-:t 
', 
on t;-,e sc'r,olr_ist:i.c performance of children?tr 
·, 
Purpose of 'T'his Study 
I 
/" 
-·~-~ ~The purpose of tr.is investigation was to determine if cr'.ildren 
with working mothers do in fact differ from children with nonworkinr· 
mothers in school achievement as numerous educators anrl. sociolor:ii~ts 
profess. More specifically, answers to the following questions were 
sougr.t: 
1. Is there a difference in school achievement 11.monr cr.ildren 
from homes where the mother works full-time, part-time, or not at all? 
2 
2. no boys and pirls differ in school acrievement amon.r- t"'.e 
mnterntl employment groups? 
r:onclusions 
1. :'.aternn.1 1~mployment And Intelligence. ';'!~ere is no 
difference in intellirence among children from homes where tre 
mothers worlm full-til:1e, part-time, or not at all. 
2. l~aternal f.mployment And School Achievement. There 
is no difference in school achievement among children from homes 
where U:e mothers works full-time, part-time, or not at all i.e. 
1--;ypothesis 1,2,3, and l} were rejected. The reason why might he 
t•'at early elementary c1:ildren were too young to quality to J-;3ve 
achievement effected by the maternal employment status. 
~ex Difference Of School Achievement Were r.oncluded As 
::'ollm·m: ( a) 7}~ere is no sirnific:.mt sex difference in first 
ce~ester of first year. (h) In second semester or the first year, 
r;irl1:f·1 r,rade !)Oint w::i.s r i 1},er than boys' for r.},inese La.."11;uar'"e 
Arts and r:,o.de point -nvernr;e of 3 courses, but there wns no 
- ~ ": 
,, 
difference o~ Arithmetic and Social Studies. (c) In the whole 
first year, girls' .r;rade point was higher than boys' on Chinese I . 
. /" 
~1mi.gu::i.ge Arts and grade point average, but Arithmetic and Socinl 
Studies are not sir,nificant. (d) In the first semester of second 
year, r;irls' r;rade point was higher than boys' on Chinese Lanr,uar:e 
Arts and Arithmetic, but Social Studies and grade point avernr-:e 
were not. (e) In the second semester of second year, tl:ere were 
sir,nificant differences between boys and girls on all 3 courses and 
r,rade point averar;e. rirls were hir,her. (f) In the whole second 
3 
yenr there were sir;nificant differences between boys and r.irls 
except for Social Studies, with girls .beinp: higher. (r,) In ne 
whole two years, girls were higher than boys on all 3 courses and 
r,rade point average. 
There was no si~nificant interaction among boys and girls 
i.e. boys and girls did not differ in school achievement amonr, 
the maternal employment groups at any period or for any courses 
in the first two years of elementary school. Fypothesis 5,6,7, 
and 8 were accepted. 
Recommendations 
1. One of the findings of this investigation was tr.at t:~ere 
is no rlifference in scl,ool achievement amonp; maternfll emplo:,n:cnt 
r;roups. 'I'l•e wise woman surely does not use all oner al::ilit~: 
outside of home, but she still faithfully carries out l,er duties 
in the home as well. 
,:,. 
2. There··/tr·e sex di.fferences in school achievement of 
enrly elem~tary school children. The teacher should pay 
attention to the sex differences in his/her instruction. 
3. The subjeots ~f the present study were first two erade 
r 
~t{;dents of elem~ntary school. If we want to understand the 
entire situation, we should continue studying what happens 
with the older students of elementary schools, hir;h school stu-
dents and college students. 
4. This study only p;ives heed to the maternal employment 
status, and did not notice to the kind of profession, the official 
position, t},e children carinr;, the level of satisfaction of work-
ine mother, and the attitude of children toward maternal employment 
4 
etc. Those factors si,ould he noticed in the further studies. 
5. There were some studies found where boys were ticher 
than girls on mathe~atics and social studies, but the results of 
this study were opposite. The reason why has no~ been answered 
hy tre author. Is there a racial difference or not? That neerls 
to be studied. 
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T1 ackr;round 
CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Social concern for the children of mothers who work outsi~e of 
their homes has had a long history. It beean with the industrial 
rev~lution in England and Europe when the invention of machines out-
moded home industries and forced not only men but their wives and 
children into factories and mills for their pittance living. The 
problcr.1s of the latter pa.rt of the eip:hteenth century and of the 
nineteenth century were the problems of the "poor working class". 
l'.ortnli ty statistics indicated that the babies of factory women dj e:i 
in alarming numbers. There was evidence too of increasing juvenile 
crime Cileveloping _in the overcrowded new industrial centers. 
r:ixed motives in§.tig-ated the zeal of philanthropists to rlo 
something about the deplorable state of infants and children, left 
without care while the mother worked long hours awa,y from home. There 
~ 
w.epa those who wished to keep the working class alive because inoustr;sr 
needed them and to ·· decrease crime because of the social expense, but 
at the same time they wished not to educate the children of workinr, 
people beyond their station in life. Others like Robert Owen, saw in 
the pressing needs of children for care outside the home an opportunity 
through education to develop a new social order. Less ambitions but 
warmhearted philanthropists aimed to provide some kind of care which 
would r,e a substitute for that which the working r.iother could not p;ive 
-2-
Inquirin~ minds tent their energies to explorinp: various ways in wi-icr, 
the needs of children mif,ht be met. 
In the United States the problem of the workinf, mother and her 
children came later, as industrial activity slowl~ permented tre 
American culture in the second half of the nineteen tr. century. ·rhe 
first day-nursery was open in Hew York City in 185L~; however, it was 
not until well into the twentieth century that nurseries developed in 
any 8reat numbers. By that time the nurseries were serving mainly 
working mothers who were without husbands due to death, divorce, or 
desertion. The provisions of mothers' pensions which spread over the 
country after 1911 decreased gradually the demand for care of father-
less children whose mothers worked. 1 
The number of working mothers is r;rowine: in nearly every country. 
The percentage of married women among the female labor force has al-
ways been higher than fifty-five percent since 1975 in the United 
Stated. 2 Female employees in Japan between 1960 and 1970 totalled 
,!+ million, of .wnom well ove;r half were married. In Australia, from 
1971 to 1971+':~,mployment rose from 39.4 percent to 1+1.4 percent of all 
women of workine age. 'T'be participation rate of married women, however, 
increased by 4.2 pe:rlcentage points, from 35.2 percent to 39.4 percent. 
r 
-"';-
The number of mothers working in West Germany almost doubled tetween 
19.50 and 1970, with the result that by 1970, 66.2 percent of all women 
between the ages of 15 and 65 were workinf, 39.1 percent of all married 
1 Bear S.E. The Day r:ursery. New York: Dutton, 1938. 
2cook, A.H. The \'forking Mother. New York State School of 
Industrial and Labor Relations, Cornell University, 1978. 
-3-
women, 35.7 percent of all mothers with children. In Sweden between 
1965 and 1975 the proportion of those working women wro had younr 
crildren increased markedly, from 1968, 62.1 percent to 1975, 60.5 
percent. In Austria, the proportion of these with:children of school 
a;;r,e rose from about 50 percent in 1961 to 54.7 percent in 1962. In 
East Cerrr:any, perhaps is many as 80 percent of all women of workinr 
,'.lf:e, married and unmarried, are employed. 3 
-In Taiwan, Republic of China, althour:h there is no exact numrer 
of working mother, O'hera (1973) who is a father having taur;ht in tree 
Department of Sociology, National Taiwan University for many years, 
pointed out that the numbers and the kinds of jobs of working women 
are almost greater than those western countries. Development l:as 
called forth a higher percentage of the able-bodied wives and motrers 
from their families and put them to work in the productive economy. 
Statement of Problem 
Host parent~face the question of whether the wife should seek 
, .. 
eMployment outside tre liome during the years that tJ-1eir children are 
' <', 
attendinc elerri~tary school. J.'.any families have no choice since He 
costs of daily livine; 1:1ake it necessary to pursue a double income. A 
' ~ 
lal:'f",e :portion of paf"ents do, however, have a choice as to whet},er the 
mother should go to work. In many homes the second income goes toward 
obtaining some of the "extra-things" not normally available due to 
financial limitations. 
Mothers who work outside of the home will have less time to stay 
home relatively and take care of their children. Furthermore, after 
3cook, A.H., 1978. 
she returns from her place of employment, her strenrth will co~pare 
unf::,.vorably maybe even be exhausted. This may affect on her care of 
children. Cyrus (1952) found that the working ,.,other's crild is r;-;ore 
. . + "l 1+ 1.rr1 ... au e. Faw Taiwan, ~epublic of China is stepping into inrl.ustria.1-
ized society, and the nur~ber of working 1;1others is increasinv; therefore, 
t'ris topic needs to studied "what is the effect of r:iaternal er:;ployr:,ent 
on the scrolastic perforrr.ru1ce of children?" 
Purpose of This Gtudv 
The purpose of this investi~ation was to determine if c~ildren 
witt workinr mothers do in fact differ froD children with nonworkinr 
,,ot 11ers in sc};ool acYievement as numerous educntors rrnd sociolo1 ists 
profess. :-:ore specificall:r, answers to the followinr, quest ions were 
1. Is t1,ere a difference in school achievement amonf children 
fror.1 hor.ies where the mother works full-time, part-tir:ie, or not at all? 
2,:~ T)o boys and r;irls differ in school achievement a.r;iong the 
maternal employment gro_;,1-ps?· ,-
Definition of Terms 
The operational definition of some terms in the present stmly 
1. Full time working mother: Mother worked outside of lcor;,e 
over i~ hours every working day wr.ile her child was in grades one to 
two. 
4cyrus, D. Problems of t11e Nodern Pomemak:er-I:other. In .T .'1'. 
Landis and 1:.G. Landis (Eels.) Readings in Marriage nnd the F' amily. 
Enclewood Cliffs, 1 '.eH _,.0rco;/: Prentice-Hall, 1952. 
2. Part-time working mother: )'.other worked outside of ,-oce 
less than l,- hours every workinr; day or worked at 1,er own ( or ],er 
' usb :mrl 's) store located wit]-, her home while her child was in p-rades 
one to two. 
3. nonernployed rnotrer: !'.other who had not worked outside 
tl1 e tome at an.ytime while her child was in grades one to two. 
L,. School achievement: To arrive at a semester grade for each 
student, the grades for each semester in 3 courses--Chinese Languap-e 
Arts', Arithmetic and Social Studies were taken from the schools. 
Each of these scores was given a numerical value (5 points scale) and 
tre avera_ee grade point of each semester, year and of two years for 
each of the three subjects was determined. Twenty-eifht scrool achieve-
rr.ent scores were analyzed. ( 7 time-periods times four course scores) 
5. Intelligence: Two intelligence tests were administered--
T7,:i.ven 's Colored Progressive Matrices 1 . C .P .M., and Jevised Kelvin 
l'.easurcment of Ability in Infant Classes, so intelli1:,ence means tr.e 
Qhilities mensured by these ,-two intelligence tests, i.e. the ability 
of shape 1.,;u111.1:1ct.r,·.l.oun, analogy, aesthetic differences, memory, discrimi-
·., 
nation, observation, counting, similarities, completion and classifica-
tion. 
~his study was to determine if there is significant scrool 
achievement difference or not among the elementary school students 
with working and nonworking mothers. It is witnessed that school 
achievement was affected by intelligence, so it was necessary to control 
for differences in intelligence among the children with workinf and 
nonworking mothers. J\nalysis of covariance--multiple classification 
was used to analyze tr.e school achievement data. 
Instruments 
,.. 
-o-
Two intelligence tests were used.in the present study. One is 
"aven's Colored Pro9ressive Matricies (C.P.n.), the other one is 
r.:>evised I\elvin l·\easurement of Ability in Infant Classes. ';:'J:,ese two 
tests were briefed as follows: 
1. ?aven's Colored Progressive Matrices (C.P.M.) 
C.P .!-~., developed in Great Britain by J .c. Raven in 1967, was 
designed as a measure of Spearman's G factor. It consists of 36 
matrices from each of which a part has been removed. The subject 
chooses the missing insert from six given alternatives. 'T'he ·.terms 
are grouped into three series, each containing 12 matrices of increas-
inr, difficulty but similar in principle. The earlier series required 
accuracy of discrimination; the later, more difficult series involves 
o.naloGies, permutation and alternation of pattern, and other logical 
relations. 'rliis test is available fol:' children between the apes of 
5 and 11 years ;md for mentally retarded adults. 
There were· two studies- about the reliability of this test in 
Taiwan, China·.;,, Cheng (1976) and hie associates administered it to 
73 ~lementary school students in grades 1 through 6, for test-~etest 
reliability.5 The coJffi~ient of correlation to two test 
/" 
-r-
-
• ,..Q l.6 .oc.,. 
The interval of two tests is one year. Hsieh (1975) figured out the 
reliability coefficient of this test is .54.6 The subjects were 33 
students in a gifted experimental class. The interval of two tests is 
5 Cheng, F.M. A Introduction of Raven's Colored Progressive 
Matrices. Testing and Guidance, 1976. 
6Hsieh, C.H. A Follow-up Study of the Gifted Children's Response 
in C.P.M. Report of the Project of Gifted Children's Educational 
::~.xperiment in Southern Taiwan, 1975. 
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13 months. r['hese two correlation coefficient were very sirnificant 
( at .01 level). 
The validity of C.P.I:. was studied by Gong and Lin. 7 '~he subjects 
of Conp, 's study were L,th grade students. i;e found tJ-,e coefficient of 
correlation between C.P.l:. o.nd Citizen Intelligence 'cest Forn P to te 
• 7L,. Lin computerl the correlation coefficient between C.P .i:. ,1.nd 
school ac"1iever:1ent at tr,e elementary school level. ''.'he result was .70. 
-
~:ese two coefficients of correlation were very sif,Tlificant ( .01 level). 
2. ':evised Kelvin ::easurement of Ability in Infant Classes (IGJtI) 
l'J·'.J\.I was developed b:v an 1\ustralian psycrolop:ist, nr. Kelvin 
and revised by Sun and C},en in 19?2. "'his test was recommended for 
use with preschool and early elementary scl,ool children ( age h trrour::1 
a raeasure of rener:a intelligence. 
There are 8 subtests in the test: aesthetic difference, mer:iory, 
discrimination, observation, countine;,similarities, completion and 
classification etc. '?llis test needed more oral instruction than C.P .1'., 
SQ the effect of verbnl facbor may be more than that of the C.P .;;. 
','he relfa?ility study for this test was operated by the reviser. 
The subjects were 51 second grade students (boys 28, girls 23). ~est-
retest reliability wai .7-1 with an 11 dav intervnl. 'T'he reviser calcu-r . 
-~-· 
lated t:0 e coefficient of correlation between this test and Children 
:r:'irure Intellieence ':'est (revised by Chong) at +1.00. mi-,e subjects 
were preschool and early elementary school children ( age I+ t)0 ro1.1fl~ P). 
7 Cheng, r .r:., 1976. 
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Subject 
'rhis was a two year follow-up study. The younrer ne cl0 ildren 
were, the less independent ability they had and the r.iore need for 
nurturance. The effect of maternal er.iployment on younfer children 
should be more than on the older children. So the parent population 
for this study was 1976-1977 first-grade and 1977-1978 second-r,rade 
class from Kaohsiune City, ~'aiwan, China. The population of tl'~is 
city is about 1,200,000 people. It is the largest industrial city 
in Taiwan. The subjects were selected from two elementary schools--
one located in a new community (Shychuan Elementary School), the other 
one in the oldest community (Tatung Elementary School). The criteria 
for the selection of subjects was: 
1. ''.'rie child was living with both of his/her riolorical parents. 
2. The child was a member of the 1976-77 first-F,rade class 
o.nd 1977-78 second rrade class. Thos!;l who dropped out or transferred 
were not included. 
3. ~he cumulative re0-0rd information such as intellicence 
scores, scnoo.1. ::ic~iiever·ent ,nd family >•istory w::1.S avD.ilable on tr,e 
l~. Tr..e child'} motl:er qualified as beinr, full-time employed, 
part-time employed· or nonemployed, one who had not worked outside 
the home at anytime while her child was in grades one to two. 
A final sample of 270 children was randomly selected from those 
two elementary school that conformed to the preceding criteria. Tahle 
1 shows the number of children in each maternal employment group. 
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TABLE 1 
Numher of Children in Each Maternal Employrr,ent Group 
Accordinr, to Samplin£: Criteria Specification 
SEX l'.ATET:HAL El-'.PLOY!lF.l'J'J
1 . c:.oFPS 
Full-time \:.'orkers Part-time Workers Housewife Only 
I":oys 1+5 If 5 l+r:, 
Girls L,5 Lf5 l+ 5 
Colrection of Dat3. 
rcche mothers employment data was collected by a survey bl.:mk fror.i 
~,oth the students and t}:eir mothers. ?lanks were adriinistered to tre 
students in tJ,eir cL1ssroom settinr,, and the rnotl,ers in tr e dato. of 
school and interview individually. 
The two tests used in the present study were administered. 1·y tre 
r,roup testing met},od. Trie examiners were senior students of tte 
Department of Education, ':q.tional Kaohsiung Teachers Collep;e, Taiwan, 
.- ~ ' ,-
China. All ~{ them hal taken the ''Psycholocical Test an<l ?ducationtl 
Veasurement" course and were specifically trained by the writer. 
C.P.n. was administered on December 11, 1976 in Shychuan 
.,.. 
El~;;entary School .and December 12, 1976 in Tatung Elementary School. 
One week later Kl:AI was administered. 
Scoring was done by hand. Standarded scores for each ro.w score 
were cor.1puted and then the average of standard scores of the two tests 
were calculated to represent the intelligence of the subject. 
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Statistical Analysis 
In order to attain the purpose of the present study and ba.sed on 
the hypothesis and the nature of variables, several measures were used: 
1. Arithmetic t:ean (Jl) 
The arithmetic mean (n) of grade points of 3 courses--Chinese 
Lanr;uage Arts, Arithmetic and Social Studies were computed, and tr.en 
the mean of two semesters (one year) and four semesters (two years) 
[Tade point. So there were 4 types of course scores and 7 kinds of 
time period scores i.e., twenty-eigtt (4x7) scores have been analyzed. 
2. Standard Score (Z-score) 
In order to add tr·e sum of two different intellir,ence test, tl:e 
raw scores of the two intelligence test was converted to Sta'1.dard 
scores (z-scores). The mean of these two standard score represented 
the intelligence of the subject. 
3. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
ANOVA was used to analyze if difference of intelligence existed 
~,;;1ong 3 materna:L emplo:rr.1ent ,-r.roups. 
' 4. Analysis of CovnrioJ1ce ',, 
This is an "ex post facto" research (survey research) and is a 
2x3 design. Indepen'dent- variable is the mother I s working situation. ,,... 
Dependent variable is school achievement. Intelligence is covarialle. 
Analysis of covariance was used in the ane.lysis of scl:ool acrievement 
data. The reason for using analysis of covariance was that it seemed 
necessary to control for differences in intellir,ence among six groups. 
fy controllinc for differences in intelligence it was possible to test 
for main treatment and also for the interaction effect amone; boys and 
r,irls. If there was a significant difference in main treatment effect, 
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tte posteriori comparisons will be operated to decide the difference 
existinc in which two r,roups. 
In all cases, the .O'.;, level was selected to deterr.iine if differ-
ences obtained deviated sicnificantly from the null hypothesis. 
CHAPTE:R II 
PE.LA. TED L ITERA TU:JE AND HYPCYI1EE.S IS 
Let us take a close look at some of the previous studies and 
then sor:1e hypotheses will be presented~· 
1:aternal Employment and Intellicence 
Two studies of the lower socioeconomic class indicates that 
maternal employment and IQ scores are positively related. Woods 
(1972) in her study of fifth graders found that full-time maternal 
er:iployment was associated with higr1er intellir,ence test scores n.s 
r.:easured 1)y the Californi11 ':'est of Mental llaturity. 8 Bieber and 
v: omack ( 1968), study inc; preschoolers, found that more of tlJ e Gr' ildren 
of working mothers fell in the hichest quartile on t 1 e Pec1.1:ody Pie•.· ·n 
'.'acabular" 'T'est. 9 ~~ot}, of, .t,l0 ese studies included blacks and sinr-le-,. J ' • ' 
parent famili:es and t};e latter also included families of Latin 
' ' ' 
America background. 
The researcher~ whn examined the relationship between maternal 
;,<-
--;~ 
eoployment and intelligence test scores in more middle-class samples 
found more complex results. Hoffman (1963b) found that in a sample 
of white, intact families, the children of workinc; mothers who liked 
8 \-!oods, r:.n., "Tbe Unsupervised 'Child of the i-.1orkinp; Pother," 
')evelopmental Psyc110lory, 1972, 6 1 14-15. 
9 ·, ' 1- F 9 \' . k 1' 11'rh ;,le,>er, , .• ,,: ·,omac , "", _ .e 
as ~'elo.ted to 1~thnic and Demographic 
1968, 34, 609-614. 
Intelligence of Preschool Children 
Variahles," Exceptional Cliildren, 
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work had lower I~ scores than did the matched children of nonworkinr 
10 
mothers. The children of the working motr.ers who dislike work, 
rowever, were not different from the nonworking matched eroup. 
T~ees and Palmer ( 1970) presented a pru-ticularly interestinp ·m,l 
cor.,plico.ted analysis of lonr,itudinal data from a numr,er of dif•erent 
t d . 11 s u 1es. Their samples varied, but by and lar~e they represented a 
higher socioeconomic p;roup than the above three studies. Data were 
analyzed separately for boys and girls, with important differences 
appearing. In general, maternal employment related to hir:h IQ in girls 
and low in boys. Using as the independent variable the mother's em-
ployment status when the child was 15, they found that the daughters 
of working mothers had hie;her IQs at age 6 and around ap:e 15, althouch 
there was no relationship for age 12. Was the working mother of the 
15-year-old also working when the child was 6? We do not know. The 
relationship for the hays were the opposite. The data were interpreted 
by the investigator as reflecting general association between non-
traditional femininity ::t.l'l.d'h-igher IQ in girls: 'T'hat is, the workinr 
" mothers repres~nted to her daughter a less traditional view of 
',, 
femininity. This theory suggesting a negative relationship 1-,etween 
traditional feminin~Jy and achievement in girls has been discusserl. more 
fully by Maccoby (1966) and by Hoffman (1972); and data tyinc nwternal 
10 Hoffman, L.W. Mother's En ·oyment of Work and Effects on the 
Child. In F.I. Nye & L.W. Hoffman Eds. The Employed !!others in 
America, Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963(b). 
11 Hees, A.N., & Palmer, F.H., ''Factors Related to Change in 
t·jental Test Performance," Developmental Psycholoe;y Fonoe;raph, 1970, 3, 
( 2, pt. 2). 
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e1;1ployment to nontraditional femininity were discussed earlier in His 
. 12 
review. 
Faternal Employment And School Achievement 
The past three dec,-,.des witnessed a growinr, researcl1 concern 
with the effects of moJ;ernal employment on children. These researd1 
studies have typically focused on the family function, husband-wife 
relation, social practice etc. The amount of the impact of mc1.tcrnal 
employment upon the scrool achievement remains surprising small and 
the ~indings are often app:u-ently contradictory. 
The first literature we can find in tr0 e effect of mate?'nal 
employment on the school achievement of the children is Nye's (1959) 
p: 
researcr / Tre impression held by some teachers that children of 
working mothers do less well in school work is not supported 1'y "ye's 
regarding children in srades 9 through 12. There was no significant 
relationship between maternal employment and education8.1 competence 
as indi'cateri by _grade average. When analysis was limited to children 
of full-time,~orking mothers versus nonworking mothers, the results 
,, 
showed a nighe~'f;rade point average in children of the employed 
r:.otrers through the qifference was not statistically significant. 
;,'-
- ,- T.wo studies (Armstrong, 1967, Georr:;e and 1'homas, 1967) foimd 
12i<nccoby, E.E. Sex Differences In Intellectual Functioninr. 
In E.E. lfaccol:y (Eel.) 'l'he neveloprnent of Sex T)iffcrences. i,t.m f'orrl, 
California: Stanford 1Tniversity Press, 1966; :md Foffman, L.v'., 
"Early Cr:ildl~oof Fxperience m1d Women's Achievement Motives, 11 
,Journ;-i.l of :':ocinJ_ I?~, T)'??, ?P, 129-15::,. 
/' 7 
1
-'Nye, F. I., "Employment Status of !lathers and Adjustment of 
Adolescent Children," r:arria0e and Family I ivinr;, 1959, 21, 2I+0-2hi+. 
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no relationship between maternal employment and either the I0 or 
achievement of high school students. 14 
''.eland and Tuttle ( 1959) asked teachers to rate selected 
cl1ildren on acudernic achievement as evidence by tre performance of 
these children in their classes. 7hey found that children with 
working mothe~s had a J\igher mean academic ratinr, by their teachers 
than a matched r;roup of children with nonworking mothers. 15 
Hoffman (1963) found that children of working mothers had 
lower intellectual performance than a matched group of children wr.ose 
16 
mothers did not work. 
These research studies mentioned above did not control the 
sex variable. Hoffman (19€1), in commenting on the inconsistent 
findings relating maternal employment and children's school achieve-
ment, suggested that reporting results separately b;y sex might clarify 
17 
matters. 
Hitchcock ( 1959) also did not find statistically significant 
. ' 
tifferertts in IQs or achievement test scores in reading and arithmetic 
for sons of \ro_rking and nonworking mothers ( grades 3 throue;h 6). '~he 
·, 
14Armstrong, E..F. ~\forking t'.others and Tenn age C:hildren in an 
Iow'a r:ornmuni ty. (Doctoral Dissertation, University of Iowa) Ann Arbor, 
1'.ichisan: University lTicrofilm, 1967. No. 67-2578, and George, F.I. 
and Thomas, Vi., "A Comparative Study of Children of T:mployed !'.others 
and Unemployed r:others," Psycholoe;ical Studies, 1967, 12, 31,3Pi. 
15nolan, F.L. and 7uttle, D.H., "Certain Practices, Satisfactions, 
and ,,ifficulties in ramilies With Employed Eomemakers," Bulletin 65c;, 
Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station, 1959. 
16roffr:1an, L.W. Effects of Children: Summary and Discussion. 
In Nye, F.I •. and Hoffman L.W.(Eds.) The Employed Mother In America, 
Chicago: Rand Mcf,!ally, 1963( a). 
17 Hoffman, L. VJ., ''Effects of Maternal Employment on the Child," 
Child Development, 1961, 32, 1870197. 
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largest mean difference was in reading with the sons of workinf mothers 
. h' h 18 scoring 1.g er. 
Tlelson (1969) found there was no difference in school achievement 
(G.P.A.) among the children from homes where the mothers worked full-
time, part-time or not at all and no interaction effect between 
maternal employment group and sex. The subjects were 312 ninth-prade 
students. 19 
Keidel (1970) found that grades were unrelatea to type of maternal 
occupation (professional versus nonprofessional) for each sex taken 
individually (when the sexes were combined, professional mother's 
children had higher grades.) The time of day when mothers worked 
(before or after school versus during school hours) also had no effect 
on Erades for either sex.20 
Qvery and Kuruvilla (1978) pointed out that there was no statis-
tically significant difference in the performance of ninth grade stu-
dents as measured by the Iowa tests and those of children who mothers 
,:, 
were not employed o-utside_ the home, althoue;h the children especially 
,· _;.\. ,-
girls of empl'p,yed mothers, did perform better. Neither did children 
. ,·-... 
-, 
whose mothers worked before or after school or whose mother worked 
--:-
18Hitchcock, A.E. Relation of Maternal Employment to School 
Behavior and Achievement of Intermediate Boys. Unpublished l<anuscript, 
1959. See Stolz, LM., ''Effects of lfaternal Employment on Children: 
Evidence From Research," Child Development, 1960, 31, 749-782. 
19Nelson, D.D., "A Study of School Achievement Among Adolescent 
Children With Working and Nonworking Mothers," Journal of Educational 
Research, 1969, 10, 456-458. 
2°Keidel, K.C., "Maternal Employment and Ninth Grade Achievement 
In Fismark, North Dakota, 11 Family Coordination, 1970, 19, 95-97. 
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21 
sporadically differ markedly from other ninth grade adolescents. 
Schreiner's (1963) longitudinal study of 6 to 10 year-old 
German children showed no difference in grades for sons of workint; 
d k . h 22 a~ nonwor ing mot ,ers. Among girls, daughters of working mothers 
received higher grades in arithmetic in the first grade but no 
other differences were.found. 
Other studies have found an association between maternal employ-
ment and children's achievement. ,Jones, Lundsteen~ and I·:ichael (1967) 
found tr,at sixth grade children of professional employed motbers made 
-higher reading achievement score than children whose mothers were not 
employect. 23 ~he children came from an upper middle-class area and 
were matched for sex, age, and scores on the School and College Ability 
?est. However, si!'lce r.,nternal employment was confounded wi tr_ educo.-
tional attainment (the professional mothers havinc; completed more 
schooling), the reading differences may not be a result of mGtern:tl. 
employment per se. 
Farley (1968) reportect that maternal employment was positively 
related to c'al~ege grade point average for boys, but was essential.ly 
' 
. 24 
unrelated for girls. Banducci ( 1967) obtained both positive nnd 
21Query, ,J .M .N. and Kuruvilla, "Male and Female Adolescent 
Achievement and Maternal Employment," Adolescence, 1978, 10, 353-355. 
22Schreiner, l·'.., "Auswirkungen Mutterlichen Erwebstot ir::keit 
auf die Entwicklung van Grundschulkinden," Archiv fur die Gesamte 
Ps:vcholot:,ie, 1963, 115, 331+-382. See Etaugh Claire ''Effects of 
Maternal Employment on Children: ,\ Review of Recent Researcl1," 
i;erill-Palmer quarterly: Pehavior and Development, 1974, 20, 71-98. 
23 
- Jones, J.B.; Lundsteen, s.1:1., and Michael, W.B., "The 
?elationsrip of the Professional Employment Status of Mothers to 
Peadinr, Achievement of Sixth-r;rade Children," California .Journal 
of rciucational Pesearch, 1967, 1+3, 102-108. 
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negative effects in his study of 301L+ hig'r school seniors. ~· is s,nple 
WiJ.S stratified by sex of student, socioeconomic level b1sed on fo.tl·er' s 
occupation (laborer, skilled worker, professional) and r.mther 's work 
ctatus (worlcin · l:Q ·1 Ol1rc. or more a wee]~ ve'T' r; or0 ern',,r.. ;:aternnl 
ecplo:rment was related to higher p:rade point nverace for skillerl 
worker I s sons, nnd to· Hie;her scores on the Iowa ':'est of Educ:1tioniL 
Jevelopment for laborer I s sons. Among sons of professionals, }1owever, 
mother's workinr: was associated with lower grades. - r:o differences 
were found for girls. 
Some other investirations obtained a negative relationship ~e-
tween maternal employment and school achievement in boys. Furcl'inal 
and Rossmar1 ( 1961) discovered that eleventh-grade sons of workinr: 
mothers had significantly lower school p;rades than sons of nonworkinr 
24 
mothers. In three other studies, sons of working and nonworkinr: mot},ers 
were nL1.tched for IQ. Dits and Cambi er ( 1966) in their study of workinc 
class Belgium boys (6 to 8 years old) found low school grades for sons 
f k · t"' . 2 5 ,. . ' 1 l B ( 1972) ' d . t d th t t - , o war ing mo '\.e,rs. ,.01m1 qr y, 1rown in ica e a ma ernu.1. 
-:;.. . ' ,'' ,-
employment wap_ associated with proven performance on the Californi1. 
Achievement '"es~s for middle-class eighth and ninth e;rade boys. 26 
21+Burchinal, L.G. and Rossman, ,T., ''Personality Characteristics 
of Children," The Journal of Marriage and Vamily Living, 1961, 23, 
334-31+0. 
25Dits, A. and Cambier, A., 11L 1 absence de la m'ere tors du 
retour de l'enfant de 1 1 ecole," Efance, 1966, Vol. 1, 99-111. 
See Etaugh Claire, "Effects of Maternal F,mployment on Children: A 
Review of !~ecent lesearch," l,errill-Palmer O.uarterly: Eehavior and 
Development, 1974, 20, 71-89. 
26Brown, s.v.r. A 
Nonemployment (Doctor 
Ann Arbor, Michigan: 
Com arative Study of f,:aternal Fmplovment And 
Dissertation, Mississippi State University 
University I·'.icrofilm, 1972, No. 70-8610. 
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Frankel ( 1964) compared ri1°J-1 and low achievinf l1 i 1~1, sc10 ool :-o:·s of 
high intellectual ability and found that the incidence of maternal 
employment (defined as working 30 hours a week for a.t least two 
years was greater among the low achievers. 27 Emplo,red mothers of 
high achievers held higher status (often professional jobs, had 
completed more education, and had been working longer than employed 
mothers of lower achievers. (Higher achievement by children of 
professional mothers was also suggested by the resu~ts of Jones et 
al, 1967; and Keidel, 1970, discussed previously).28 
- Gold and Andres (1978) investigated 223 10-year-old girls 
and boys with either full-time employed or nonemployed mothers 
from working-class or middle-class families~9 The children's scores 
on the Canadian Tests of rasic Skills were converted to standard 
scores. Sienificant differences among groups were found on the 
laniuage and mathematics tests. The main affect of sex was Sifni-
ficant for lanr;uap,e scores with girls scoring hif;her than boys. Tr,e 
~.nteraction amgn-,:( rrietternql i,e,i_nployment status, social class of family, 
and sex of ch:ild was also significant for language scores. The main 
' 
·, 
27Frankel, E.; "Characteristics of Working and nonworking 
l-'.6t'J'ft:?rs Among Intellectually Gifted High and l,ow Achievers, 11 
Personnel and Guidance <Journal, 1964, 42, 776-780. 
28 Jones, 1967; and Keidel, 1970. 
29 Gold, D. and Andrea, D., ''Developmental Comparisons retween 
Ten-Year-Old Children With Empl~yed and Nonemployed Mothers," 
Child Development, 1978, 69, 75-84. 
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effect of sex was not significant for mathematics, but the inter-
action between the social class of family and the sex of the 
child was significant. The interaction among the three vari-
able of maternal employment status, social claps of family, and 
sex of child approached significance (F = 3.49, df = 1/141, 
From the discussion noted above we could find the result 
is a hodgepodge of findings. Most of the studies lack a guiding 
theory: the investigation rarely tried to explain why his data 
were consistent or inconsistent with other studies. Only a few 
studies investigated the interaction between the maternal employ-
ment groups and sex, and different courses. The more recent 
studies have analyzed the data separately for sex and social class 
and the level of satisfaction of working mother. This has resulted 
in a complex pattern, but there is no apparent order in this 
pattern. 
Fypothe$iS 
< 
., 
For --~ccomplishing the purpose of this study, and basing 
on the previous literature, the following hypotheses were set. 
) 
~ 
1. There'"'is a difference in achievement of Chinese 
I.anguage Arts among children from homes where the mother works 
full-time, part-time, or not at all. 
2. There is a difference in achievement of Arithmetic 
among children from homes where the mothers works full-time, 
part-time, or not a± all. 
3. There is a difference in achievement of Social Studies 
runonc; children from homes where tl~e mother works full-time, 
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port-time, or not at all. 
1+. There is a difference in Grade Point Average amonr; 
children from homes where the mother works full-time, part-time, 
or not at all. 
5. Poys and r,irls do not differ in Chinese Languar;e Arts 
achievement among the ffiaternal employment groups. 
6. ~oys and girls do not differ in Arithmetic achievement 
ar1onc: the maternal employment groups. 
7. soys and girls do not differ in Social Studies achieve-
ment among the maternal employment groups. 
8. P,oys and girls do not differ in Grade Point Averare 
among the maternal employment groups. 
CHAPI'ER III 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Based on the method stated previously, findin~s will he 
explained and discussed. 
Findings 
-1. The Relationship Between Maternal Employment Status And 
Intelligence 
This topic was not contained by the purpose of this study, 
however, some data available, developing these data can show 
the following facts: 
In order to control intelligence, the Raven's Colored 
Progressive Matrices and Revised Kelvin Measurement of Abilitv 
,;, 
in·. Infant "Gltl.sses we.r~ administered. Tre avera,ge of the standard 
. ' _;." ,-
score o~,these two-tests represented the subject's intelligence. 
' 
·, 
Table 2 shows the arithmetic mean (M) and standard deviation 
(SD) of the int~lligence scores in each maternal employment 
gl"oup. 
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Table 2 
The Arithmetic Mean And Standard Deviation 
Of Intelligence Score Of Subject 
Maternal Employment Groups 
Sex Full-Time Part-Time Housewife 
Workers Workers Onlv 
M SD M SD M SD 
Boys 50.21 8.95 49.55 9.76 ~ 50.56 9.96 
Girls 50.3£~ 8.30 50.07 6.68 4~.}5 7.31 
For the purpose of understanding if differences existed among 
intelligence scores in each maternal employment group analysis of 
variance was used. The results of analysis of variance are shown 
as Table 3. The F value for both main effects and the interaction 
between sex and group were not significant. 
Table 3 
Summary Table Of_Analysis Of Variance Of Intelligence Score 
Sources 66 df MS F p 
' (A) 30.96 15.48 Maternal Employ;nent~Group 2 0.21 .05 
Sex (B) 18.67 1 18.67 0.25 .05 
Interaction (A x B) 100.10 2 50.05 o.6~ .05 
Within 19547.04 264 74.02 
F.95 (1,264) = 3.87 F.95 (2,264) = 3.03 
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2. The Relationship Between Maternal Employment Status And 
School Achievement 
There are four types of course scores compared with seven 
period of time in the present study i.e. 28 (4x7) kinds of 
scores were analyzed. Table 4 presents the arithmetic mean 
(M) and standard deviation of these 28 kinds of school achieve-
ment scores. 
The results of the analysis of 28 kinds of school achieve-
ment scores are shown as follow: 
( 1) The Relationship Between Maternal Employment And 'f'he Gr::ide 
Point Of Chinese Language Arts 
Table 4 
Arithmetic l·~ean And Standard Deviation Of 
School Achievement Of Subject 
Maternal Employment Groups 
Full-Time Part-Time Housewife 
Sex Courses Time'Period Workers Workers Onlv 
M SD M SD M SD 
First-year First Semester 3.91 1.20 3.80 1.19 If• 2lf 0.93 Second Semester 3.84 1.18 3.62 1.21 1 • • 11 0.98 
CHINESE ; Whole Year 3.87 1.12 3.71 1.16 4.17 o.89 
Second-year First Semester 3.71 1.29 3.80 1.19 4.08 1.06 Second Semester 3.71 1.25 3.62 1.21 4.oi.. 1.02 
Whole Year 3.71 1.23 3.71 1.16 If .o6 0.99 
Whole Two Years 3.79 1.15 3.71 1.18 4.12 0.90 
First-year First Semester 4.06 1.13 3.93 1.03 4.20 0.96 Second Semester 3.95 1.14 3.75 1.15 l+.20 0.91+ 
ARITHMEI'IC Whole Year 4.01 1.08 3 .s,. 1.03 4.20 0.91 
BOYS First Semester 3.80 1.12 3.90 1.03 4.04 0.95 Second-year Second Semester 3.71 1.14 3.75 1.15 4.08 1.06 
Whole Year 3.76 1.08 3.84 1.03 4.06 0.93 
Whole Two Years 3.88 1.05 3.84 1.00 Li .13 0.89 
Table 4 (Continued) 
Maternal Employment Groups 
Full-Time Part-Time Housewife 
Sex Courses Time Period Workers Workers Onl:v 
M SD M SD M SD 
. First Semester 3.84 1. :14 3.88 0.98 4.15 O.P2 First-year S d Semester 3.8lt 1. Oli- 3.80 0.89 3.8'-i 0.92 ' econ 
SOCIAL STUDY \-!hole Year 3.84 1.01 - 3.84 0.83 h.00 o.P 1 
First Semester 3.93 1.11 3.88 0.98 4.13 0.99 Second-year Semester 3.88 1.09 3.80 0.89 11.22 O.Pl1 ' Second 
Whole Year 3.91 1.05 3.84 0.83 Li. 17 0.811 
Whole Two Years 3.87 0.98 3.8L+ 0.81+ 4.08 0.77 
First-year First Semester 3.94 1.10 3.87 0.97 4.20 0.81 Second Semester 3.88 1.01 3.72 1.00 L1.05 0.85 
Average Whole Year 3.91 1.01 3.80 0.95 li-. 12 0.81 
S d First Semester 3.81 1.08 }.87 0.97 4.08 0.93 econ -year 3.77 1.07 3.72 1.00 4.11 0.90 Second Semester 
Whole Year 3.79 1.06 3.80 0.95 4.10 o.88 
Whole Two Years 3.85 1.02 3.80 0.97 11. 11 o.2'4 
First-year First Semester 4.20 0.99 4.o8 0.91+ 4.02 0.96 Second Semester. 4.37 0.77 4.20 0.911 4.00 1.04 
CHTI:ESE Whole Year 4.28 0.82 4.14 0.90 4.02 0.96 
Second-year First Semester 4.33 0.82 4.o6 1.00 1+.11 o.88 Second Semester 4.40 0.83 Ll-.15 0.85 4.22 0.90 
Whol~'Year 4.36 0.81 4.11 0.87 4.16 0.81.i. 
\fhQ_le Two Yeal' L1.32 0.79 4.13 o.86 1+.07 o.86 
•\ 
' First .Semester 1+.13 0.9L, 4.22 0.97 L,.o6 1.03 First-year Second Semester 4.15 1.oP 11 .15 1.02 3.95 1.02 
AHI'I'HMEI'IC, ':/hole Year 4.14 0.95 4.18 0.93 1+.00 1.00 
s .! ar First Semester 4.17 0.83 L, .28 0.75 3.88 0.91 
. econr -"e 1+.08 1.16 lf.22 0.2,7 L1 .00 1.01, J .Second Semester 
GrnLS Wtole Year L+.12 o.88 4.25 0.73 3.9h 0.92 
1}hole 'I'wo Years 4.13 o.88 1+.22 0.79 3.98 o.?.9 
p· t First Semester 4.08 0.92 1+.08 0.94 3.97 o.86 irs -"ear 4.11 0.83 0.87 3.80 0.91 J Second Semester 3.9.5 
SOCIAL STUDY Whole Year 4.10 0.80 4.02 0.81 3.88 0.83 
Second-year First Semester 4.13 o.84 4.08 0.78 3.84 0.87 Second Semester 4.22 0.87 4.15 0.82 4.06 o.86 
Whole Year 4.17 0.79 4.12 0.72 3.95 0.81 
Whole Two Years 4.13 0.77 l+.07 0.72 3.91 0.78 
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Table 4 (Continued) 
Maternal Employr.,ent Groups 
-
Full-Time Part-Time Housewife 
Sex Courses Time Period Workers ' Workers Onlv 
M SD M SD M SD 
F" t First Semester 4.14·0.90 1~.13 o.86 4.02 0.85 
irs -year Second Semester 4.21 0.80 4.08 0.82 3.91 0.89 
Average Whole Year 4.17 0.82 4.11 0.83 3.97 o.86 
8 d First Semester 4.·21 o.71~ 4.14 0.76 3.94 0.78 econ -year 4.23 o.88 4.17 9.76 4.09 o.Ro Second Semester 
Whole Year 4.22 0.82 4.16 0.73 4.02 0.77 
Whole Two Years 4.20 0.78 4.14 o.66 1+.00 ,J. "·O 
To understar..d the relationship between maternal employment and 
the grade point of Chinese Language Arts, seven periods of time were 
analyzed i.e. the first semester of first year, the second semester 
of first year, whole first year, the first semester of second year, 
the second semester of second year, whole second year and whole two 
years. 
A. The Fi"rst Semester" Of First Year 
~.' Th'e, ,Table 5 shows the analysis of covariance of the grade 
·, 
point of Chinese Language Arts of the children with working and 
1 
nonworking mot~rs holding intelligence score constant. The F 
value for main treatment effects, maternal employment groups 
(F = 1.42, df = 2/263, P7.05); sex (F = 2.19, df = 1/261, P7.05), 
were not sienificant at the .05 level. The F value for interaction 
was likewise not significant at the same level of significance 
(F = 1.14, df = 2/263, P~.05). From the analysis of data it is 
apparent that although there were differences in Chinese Language 
Arts among the members of maternal employment groups and between 
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Table 5 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Chinese Language Arts Of The First Semester Of First Year 
Sources BS df MS F 
Maternal Employment Group (A) 2.11 2 1.05 1. L~2 
Sex (B) 1.62 1 1.62 2.19 
Interaction (Axn) 1.68 2 o.si~ 1.14 
Within 195.76 263 0.74 
F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
p 
;:;. .05 
7.0~: 
> .05 
employment groups and between boys and girls, these differences were 
not statistically significant, also boys and girls did not differ 
in Chinese Langu~;e Arts among the three maternal employment groups. 
B. The Second Semester Of First Year 
Table 5 presents the analys{s of covariance of the achievement 
of Chinese Language Arts of the children with maternal employment 
r,roups.'';, One significant effect was obtained: sex (F = 12.36, 
' df = 1/263, P<.01). The group effect (F = 1.16, dg = 2.263, 
P )' .05) and int;eraction effect (:r - 2.45, df = 2.263, P;,, .05) 
;,<-
w~re not significant. From the analysis of data it is apparent 
that although there were differences in Chinese Language Arts 
among the persons of maternal employment groups, these differences 
were not statistically significant. There is significant differ-
ence between boys and girls. And boys and girls did not differ 
in Chinese Language Arts among the three maternal employment groups. 
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Table 6 
s~~mo.ry Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Chinese Language Arts Of The Second Semester Of First Year 
Sources ss df MS F 
Maternal Employment Group (A) 1.71 2 o.86 1.16 
Sex (B) 9.15 1 9.15 12.36 
Interaction (AxB) 3.67 2 1.84 2.49 
Within 193.91 263 o. 71~ 
F.95 (1,263) = 6.72 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
c. The Whole First Year 
p 
> .05 
< .01 
-;, .05 
Table 7 informs the analysis of covariance of the score of 
Chinese Language Arts of the students with maternal employment rroups. 
The sex effects (F = 7.88, df = 1.263, P,e.01) was sif,!lificrmt. 'T'he 
group effect (F = 1.39, df = 2.263, P 7.05) and interaction effect 
(F = 1.91, df = 2.263, P)'.05) were not significant. from the 
analysis of' data it is. ,clear that there were not sir;nific311t differ-
ences l~'{)hinese Lanc;uar;e Arts among the children of maternal 
',, 
employment r;roups. There is significant difference between boys 
and girls in Chinese Language Arts. Boys and girls did not differ 
r -
-in Chinese Language Arts among the three maternal emplo~nent proups. 
Sources 
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Table 7 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Chinese Lnnguage Arts Of The Whole First Year 
ss df MS "F\ p 
t!aternal Employment Group (S) 1.77 2 0.89 1.39 :::,, .05 
Sex (B) 5.04 1 5.04 7.P8 .:'.' .01 
Interaction (Ax.B) 2 .4lt 2 1.22 1.91 -;,, .05 
Within 167.33 263 o.64 
F.99 (1,263) = 6.72 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
D. The First Semester Of Second Year 
Table 8 indicates the analysis of covariance of the r:rade 
point of Chinese Lanr;uap;e Arts of the children with work and non-
workinr; motl:ers. rc1 he sex effect (F = 6.24, df = 1.263, Pc: .OS) 
was significant. The r;roup effect_ (F = 0.63, df • 2.263, P 7 .05) 
and interaction effect (F = 1.65, dp: = 2.263, P 7 .05) were not 
•:, 
significant. from the '"anlysis of data it is observahle that t11ere 
were not~1;1ignificant differences in Chinese Language Arts amonr: 
the pupils of the maternal employment groups. There is signifi-
) 
cant differenc,e- between boys and girls in Chinese Language Arts. 
And boys and girls did not differ in Chinese Language Arts among 
the three maternal employment groups. 
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Table 8 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Chinese Languar,e Arts Of The Fir~t Semester Of Second Year 
Sources 66 df t-~ F p 
Haternal Employment Group (A) 1.26 2 0.63 0.81 > .05 
Sex (B) 4.87 1 4.87 6.21+ ,<.05 
Interaction (AxB) 2.58 2 1.29 1.65 7.05 
\·!i thin 204.94 263 0.78 
F .95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
E. The Second ,Semester Of Second Year 
Table 9 confirms the analysis of covariance of the r,rade 
point of Chinese Language Arts of the members with maternal 
employment r;roups. Tr.e sex effect (F = 15.76, df = 1/263, p<.01) 
was significant. The p;roup effect (F = 1.63, df = 2/263, P > .05) 
nn'1 interaction effect (F = 8.94, df = 2/263, P::,, .05) were not 
,:, 
different •. fhose me~. that there were not significant differences 
in Chin~e Language Arts among the students with working and 
' nonworking mothers. There was a significant difference between 
boys and girls in Ctinese Language Arts. And there was not a 
significant difference in C}1inese Language Arts among the three 
maternal employment groups. 
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Table 9 
Summary Table of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Chinese Language Arts Of The Second Semester Of Second Year 
Sources 56 df MS F p 
Maternal Bmployme,n} Group (A) 2.65 2 1.32 1.63 >·or; 
Sex (B) 12.77 1 12.77 15.76 < .01 
Interaction (AxB) 1.5:; 2 0.76 0.9h -,.. .05 
Within 214.,~o 263 0.81 
F.99 (1,263) = 6.72 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
F. The Whole Second Year 
Table 10 tells the analysis of covariance of the scores of 
Chinese Language Arts of the children with maternal employment 
status. The sex effect (F = 16.88, df = 1/263, P< .01) was 
significant. The group effect (F = 1.68, df = 2/263, P ;,,.05) 
and interact_i,Qn effect (F = 1.37, df = 2/263, P:>.05) were not 
signifi~ant. Thera were no significant differences in Chinese 
'."" ., 
.'., 
Language A~ts among the children with work and nonworking mothers. 
There is significant difference between boys and girls in Chinese 
' ~ 
- L~guage Arts. r And there was not a different in Chinese Language 
Arts among the three maternal employment groups. 
Sources 
l·'.nternal 
Sex (J3) 
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Table 10 
Summary 'T'able Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Chinese Language Arts Of The Whole Second Year 
ss df !iS 
F.mployment Group (A) 2.36 2 1.18 
11.82 1 11.81 
Triteraction (Ax.TC\) 1.93 2 - 0.96 
Within 184.39 263 0.70 
F r 
1.68 >-05 
16.88 <.01 
1.37 >-05 
F.99 (1,263) • 6.72 F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 
G. The Whole Two Years 
Table 11 shows the analysis of covariance of the scores of 
Chinese Language Arts of the members of maternal employment groups. 
The sex effect (F = 15.48, df = 1/263, P~.01) was significant. 
'T'he group effect (F = 1.92, df = 2/263, P ;;:..05) and interaction 
'> 
effect (F = 2.19, df =·2-/263, P),-.05) were not significant differ-
' ence. From the analysis of data it is recognizable that although 
·, 
there were differences·in Chinese Language Arts runong the children 
) 
with work and ~nworking mothers, these differences were not 
statistically significant. There is significant difference between 
boys and girls in Chinese Language Arts, althour,h boys and girls 
did not differ in Chinese Language Arts among the three maternal 
employment groups. 
3.03 
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Table 11 
Summary Table Of Analysis, Of Covariance Of 
Chinese Language Arts Of The Whole Two Years 
Sources 65 df MS F p 
Maternal 'Employment Group (A) 3.38 2 1.19 1.92 .>-05 
Sex (B) 9.60 1 9.60 15.48 < .01 
Interaction (Ax.B) 2.72 2 - 1.36 2.19 -,,.05 
Within 164.27 263 0.62 
-F.99 (1,263) = 6.72 F.95 (1 1263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
(2) The Relationship Between Maternal Employment And The Grade 
Point Of Arithmetic 
A. The First Semester Of First Year 
Table 12 presents the analysis of covariance of the achievement 
of Arithmetic of the children of maternal employment groups. Three 
,·. 
effects w~r.e··not significant: Groups (F = 0.29, df = 2/263, 
'< ~·.\. ,-
P)'.05}i;, Sex (F =-1.o8, df = 1/263, P >.05), and Interaction 
',~ 
(F = 0.53, 'df = 2/263, P':;7.05). From the analysis of data it is 
evident that there ~ere no significant differences in Arithmetic 
;,<-
among the children of maternal employment groups and between the 
boys and girls. Also boys and girls did not differ in Arithmetic 
among the three maternal employment groups. 
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Table 12 
Summary Table of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Arithmetics Of The First Semester Of First Year 
Sources ss df MS 
Maternal Employmerit Group (A) o.41 2 0.21 
Sex (B) 0.78 1 0.78 
Interaction (AxB) 0.76 2 - 0.38 
Within 190.48 263 0.72 
F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) 
P. The Second Semester Of First Year 
F p 
0.29 > .05 
1.08 >-05 
0.53 >,.05 
= 3.03 
The Table 13 shows the analysis of covariance of the score of 
Arithmetic of the children in the three groups. The F-value for 
eroups (F = 2.05, df = 2/263, P )•05), for sex (F = 0.63, 
df = 1/263, P >.05) and for interaction (F = 3.01, df = 2/263, P'> .05) 
,:,. 
were not 1;1-ignificant •.. From the analysis of data it is perceivable 
. '. ~· .... ,-
that "th~~e were no significant differences in Arithmetics among 
the children of maternal employment groups and between the boys 
and girls. Andiboy_s and girls did not differ in Arithmetic among 
;,<-
t ne three maternal employment groups. 
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Table 13 
Summar~· Table of AnalysLs_ Of Covariance Of 
Arithmetic Of The Second Semester Of First Year 
Sources ss df MS 
Maternal '.Employment Group (A) 0.97 2 o.49 
Sex (B) 1.60 1 1.60 
Interaction (AxB) 4.70 2 - 2.35 
Within 203.95 263 0.78 
F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) 
C. 'T'he Whole First Year 
F p 
2.05 ).05 
0.63 ;, .05 
3.01 7.05 
= 3.03 
'l'nble 14 shows the analysis of covariance of the scores of 
Arithmetic of the children in the three groups. The F-values for 
sroups (F = 0.44, df = 2/263, P>.05), for sex (F = 1.73, 
df = 1/263, P. ).05), for interaction (F = 2.05, df = 2/263, 
P )'.05) wepe··rfot significant. From the analysis of data it is 
,· _;.\. ,~ 
clear t~t there were no significant differences in Arithmetic 
. ,·, 
-, 
among the children of maternal employment groups and between the 
boys and girls, ;als~ boys and girls did not differ in Arithmetic 
;,<-
among the three maternal employment groups. 
Sources 
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Table 11+ 
Surnmo..r;y Table Of J'rnaJ.ysis Of Covariance Of 
Arithmetic Of The Whole T>'irst Year 
ss df MS F p 
l·'.aternal Employment Groups (A) 0.56 2 0.28 0.11-/1 :;::,.05 
Sex (B) 1.11 1 1.1-1 1.73 ,-.05 
Interaction (AxB) 2.61 2 1.31 2.05 -;,.05 
Within 168.33 263 o.64 
F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
D. The First Semester Of Second Year 
Table 15 indicates the analysis of covariance of the score of 
Arithmetic of the students in the three groups. The groups effect 
(F = 0.92, df = 2/263, P.).05) and interaction effect (F = 1.65, 
df = 2/263, P:> .05) were not significant. But the sex effect 
(F = 5.35, -dr = 1/263., P..::: .05) was significant at the .05 level. 
. ' ~·' ,-
From t~, ruialysis -of data it is manifest that there were no sicni-
' 
·, 
ficant differences in Arithmetic among the children of maternitl 
employment groups. There is significant difference in Arithmetic 
between boys and girls. Also, boys and r.;irls did not differ in 
Arithmetic among the three maternal employment groups. 
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Table 15 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Arithmetic Of The First Semester Of Second Year 
Sources SB df MS F 
Maternal Employment Group (A) 1.15 2 0.58 0.92 
Sex (B) 3 .. 39 1 3.37 5.35 
Interaction (AxB) 2 .. ·os 2 1 .. 04 1.65 
Within 166.12 263 0.63 
F .. 95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
E. The Second Semester Of Second Year 
p 
::,. 05 
<-05 
7.05 
Table 16 notes the analysis of covariance of the score of 
Arithmetic of the pupils in the three groups. The F-values for 
groups (F = 1.26, df = 2/263, P)i'.05), for interaction (F = 1.05, 
df = 2/263, P:;::,,,,05) wer~ not significant .. The F-value for sex 
,:, 
(F = 7.49,· df = 1/263/P<.01) was, however, significant. From 
......... 
', .......... 
the analtS\S of data it is obvious that there were no significant 
differences in Arithmetic among the child of maternal employment 
' 
.,...groups. There i:a significant difference between boys and girls in 
Arithmetic, and boys and girls did not differ in Arithmetic among 
the three maternal employment groups. 
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Table 16 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Arithmetic Of The Second Semester Of Second Year 
Sources 65 df MS F 
Maternal Employment Group (A) 1.92 2 0.96 1.26 
Sex (B) 5.69 1 5.69 7.69 
Interaction (AxB) 1.60 2 0.80 1.05 
-Within 199.10 263 0.76 
F.99 (1,263) = 6.72 F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) 
F. The Whole Second Year 
p 
> .05 
< .01 
> .05 
= 3.03 
Table 17 points the analysis of covariance of the score of 
Arithmetic of the children in the three groups. The F-values for 
groups (F = 0.79, df = 2/263, P").05) and for interaction (F = 1.60, 
df':= 2/263, p;,,.05) were not significant. The F-value for sex 
(F = 10-87. df = 1/263, P<:'.01) was, however, significant. From 
the analys'is of data it is apparent that there were no sif,nificant 
differences in Arithmetic among the children of maternal employ111ent 
I 
;,<• 
groups. There is significant difference between boys and girls in 
Arithmetic. Also, boys and girls did not differ in Arithmetic 
among the three groups. 
Sources 
Maternal 
Sex (B) 
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Table 17 
Summary Table Of Analysis,Of Covariance Of 
Arithmetic Of The Whole Second Year 
56 df ES 
Employment Group (A) o.Blt 2 o.42 
5.76 1 5.76 
Interaction (AxB) 1.67 2 0.74 
Within 139.55 263 0.53 
F 
0.79 
10.87 
1.40 
F.99 (1,263) = 6.72 F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) 
G. The Whole Two Years 
p 
> .05 
<-01 
7 .05 
= 3.03 
Table 18 indicates the analysis of covariance of the scores 
of Arithmetic of the students in the three groups. One significant 
effect was obtained. That is sex effect (F = 6.77, df = 1/263, 
P<.01). The other two effects, groups effect (F = 0.42, df = 
,:, 
2/263, P :?:.05f and i.n~~;raction effect (F = 1.81, df = 2/263, 
P-, .05 );:'1<1ere not ;ignificant. From the analysis of data it is 
visible that there were no significant differences in Aritl,metic 
among the childJ:ien Qf maternal employment. There is significant 
;,<-
d{f f erence between boys and girls in Arithmetic. Boys and girls 
did not differ in Arithmetic among the three maternal employment 
groups. 
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Table 18 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Arithmetics Of The Whole Two Years 
Sources ss df MS 
Maternal· Employme~t Group (A) 0.39 2 0.20 
Sex (B) 3.25 1 3.25 
Interaction (AxB) 1.74 2 
-
o.87 
Within 125.07 263 
F p 
o.Li-2 >·05 
6.77 <·01 
1.~1 -,..05 
(3) The Relationship Between Maternal Employment And 'rhe Gracie 
Point Of Social Studies 
A. The First Semester Of First Year 
Table 19 shows the analysis of covariance of the acl:ievP,'P',°'.: 
of Social Studies of the children of maternal employment groups. 
Three F-values were not significant: Groups (F = 1.42, df = 2/263, 
,:,. 
P>.05), ·sex (F = 2-~19·; df = 1/263, P ),.05) and Interaction 
, "' (F = 1. 1\'..?. df = 2/263, P )' • 05). From the analysis of data it is 
clear that there were no significant differences in Social Studies 
' among the chil;J.ren~of maternal employment rroups anj between the 
boys 3.11d girls. Pays and girls did not differ in Social Studies 
ar:iong the three maternal employment groups. 
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Tahle 19 
Smmnary Table Of Annlysis Of Covariance Of 
Social Studies Of The First Semester Of First Year 
Sources 56 df JiS F 
Maternal Employme.nt Group (A) 2.11 2 1.06 1.1+2 
Sex (B) 1.62 1 1.62 2.19 
Interaction (AxB) 1.68 2 o.84 1.14 
Within 195.76 263 0.74 
F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
B. The Second Semester Of First Year 
p 
> .oc:, 
.> .05 
7.05 
Table 20 explicates the analysis of co~ariance of the achieve-
ment of Social Studies of the members of maternal employment froups. 
Three effects were not significant. Groups (F = o.46, df = 2/263, 
P ;>.05), Sex (F = 2.86, df = 1/263·, P >.05) and Interaction (F = 
0.'~3, df = 2/263, P>.05). Yrom the analysis of data it is 
obvious, that there-.were no significant differences in Social 
-·., ;, 
.· .... 
Studies 31UQnr.; the children of maternal employment croups and be-
tween the boys and girls. Boys and girls did not differ in 
· S9cial Studies',.,_ among the three maternal employment groups. 
Table 20 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Social Studies Of The Second-Semester Of First Year 
Sources BS df MS F 
Maternal .Employm~qt Group (A) 0.54 2 0.27 0.1+6 
Sex (B) 1.66 1 1.66 2.86 
Interaction (AxB) 0.3-7 2 0.19 0.33 
Within 152.95 263 0.58 
F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
C. The Whole First Year 
p 
)" .05 
~ .05 
7.05 
Table 21 presents the analysis of covariance of the achieve-
ment of Social Studies of the children of maternal employment 
groups. The F-values for groups (F = 0.00, df = 2/263, P > .05), 
for sex (F = 2.7Lt, df = 1/263, P·>·.05) and for interaction 
(Ft= 0.62, df _= 2/263, P >•05) were not significant. From the 
analysis of data it is apparent that there were no significant ,., 
' "."-
differenc~ in Social Studies among the children of maternal 
employment groups. There is no significant difference between 
b~ys and girls'"'ln Social Studies. Boys and girls did not differ 
in Social Studies among the three groups. 
Table 21 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Social Studies Of The ~'l'hole First Year 
Sources 66 df MS 
Maternal Employment Group (A) 0.05 2 0.03 
Sex (:$) 1.29 1 1.29 
Interaction (AxB) 0.58 2 0.29 
Within 123.27 263 o.47 
D. The First Semester Of Second Year 
F p 
0.06 )' .05 
2.74 7.05 
0.62 ;>.05 
Table 22 exhibits the analysis of covariance of the score of 
Social Studies of the children in the three groups. Three effects 
were not significant: Groups (F = 0.52, df, 2/263, P ~.05), 
Sex (F = 0.02, df = 1/263, P)>.05) and Interaction (F = 1.37, 
df = 2/263, P)".05). From the analysis of data it is observable 
that there were no significant differences in Social Studies 
. ' ',: 
amonr; ''t_,he members in the three groups and between the boys and 
girls. Boys and girls did not differ in Social Studies among the 
three maternal. employment groups. 
,,,.. 
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Table 22 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Social Studies Of The First Se~ester Of Second Year 
Sources ss df t·'.S F 
Maternal Employment Group (A) 0.02 2 0.01 0.52 
Sex (B) 0.32 1 0.32 0.02 
Interaction (AxB) 1.70 2 0.85 1.37 
Within 16}.87 263 0.62 
E. The Second Semester Of Second Year 
p 
> .05 
,..05 
.,.05 
Table 23 presents the analysis of covariance of the score of 
Social Studies of the children in the three groups. The F-values 
for groups (F = 1.1+2, df = 2/263, P >•05) and for interaction 
(F = 1.63, ctf = 2/263, P ~.05) wfrr~ not significant. nut the 
F-value for sex (F = L~.88 ,' df = 1/263, P < .05) was, however, 
,:.. 
sip;nificruit. from the' analysis of data it is apparent that there 
~-' .., 
were no Sisnificant differences in Social Studies among the 
children of maternal employment groups. There is significant 
' difference betwceen.noys and girls in Social Studies. Poys and 
girls did not differ in Social Studies among the three groups. 
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Tarile 23 
Summary 'rable Of /\nalysis Of Covari;:,nce Of 
Social Studies Of The Second Semester Of Second Year 
Sources ss df l'.S 1:' 
I' o.t crncl · Employment Croup (A) 1.67 2 o.84 1.42 
Sex (B) 2.88 1 2.8?, Ii 
Interaction (Ax:D) 1.91 2 
-
0.96 1.63 
·.-.:itrin 154.55 263 0.59 
F.95 (1,263) = 3.g7 Jt .95 (2,263) = 3.03 
F. The Whole Second Year 
l 
~.o·~ 
< .oc; 
>.05 
'T'ahle 24 shows the analysis of covariance of the score of 
Social Studies of the students in the three groups. 'T''nree F-val1.1es: 
Groups (F = 0.52, df = 2/263, P ,-.05), Sex(F = 2.67, rl.f = 1/263, 
P >•05) and Interactions (F = 1.56, df = 2/263, P<.05) were not 
sic;r..ificant. From the ,_analysis of data it is clear that tl1 ere 
were ri;:1;,ignificant differences in Social Studies arnonr; tlie child-
. ' 
ren of maternal employment groups. There is sir,nificant rliffer-
encc ' cti;wcn boys @d girls in Social Studies. Fays at'ld 0 ir1s dirl 
,,-.-<-
not differ in Socicl Studies among the three groups. 
Table 21. 
Sur.1ma.ry 'T'a.ble Of An3.lysis Of Covariance Of 
Social .Studies Of The Two Semesters Of Second Year 
Sources ss df MS F 
Maternal Employment Group (A) 0.50 2 0.2":i 0.">2 
Sex (B) 1.28 1 1.28 2.67 
Interaction (AxB) 1.50 2 0.75 1.56 
Within 125.38 263 o.68 
G. The Whole Two Years 
p 
;> .05 
-7 • 0'5 
7.0') 
Table 2.5 informs us of the analysis of covaricmce of the score 
of Social Studies of the children in the three groups. The F-values 
for groups (F = 0.31+, df = 2/263, P?.05), for sex (F = 3.1+9, df = 
1/263, P 7.05) and for interaction (F = 1.46, df = 2/263, P;,.05) 
were not significant. From the analysis of data it is recornizarle 
that there were no significant differences in Social Studies a.monr 
."' 
the chftq_ren of matern3.l employment groups. There is no sip:nifi-
cant difference cetween boys and girls in Social Studies. Pays 
) 
and girls did,,,.not 'differ in Social Studies among the three groups. 
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Table 25 
Sunnnary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Social Studies Of The Four Semesters Of Two Years 
Sources ss df HS 
Maternal Employmeri't Group (A) 0.28 2 0.11+ 
Sex (B) 1.43 1 1.1+3 
Interaction ( AY..R) 1.19 2 ~ 0.60 
v.ri thin 108.86 263 O.L+ 1 
F p 
0.31+ ) .05 
3.L+9 7.05 
1.1+6 ).05 
(4) The Relationship P.etween Maternal Employment And The Grade 
Point Average 
For understanding the relationship between maternal employment 
and the grade point average of 3 courses - Chinese Language Arts, 
Arithmetic and Social Studies, 7 periods of time were analyzed 
as noted foi the thre:~ ,_course previously. 
A. The Fi,rst Semester Of First Year 
Table 26 presents the analysis of covariance of the Grade 
~ 
Point Average ·of the children of maternal employment groups. Three 
F-values were not significant: Group (F = o.9L+, df = 2/263, P':> .05), 
Sex (F = 2.05, df = 1/263, P/.05) and Interaction (F = 0.78, 
df = 2/263, P) .05). From the analysis of data it is perceivable 
that therewereno significant differences in grade point averages 
among the children of maternal employment groups and between the 
boys and girls. Roys and girls did not differ in Grade Point 
Average among the three maternal employment r,roups. 
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Table 26 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Grade Point Average Of The First Semester Of First Year 
Sources 55 df MS F p 
Maternal .Employme11t Group (A) 1.03 2 0.52 0.94 >-05 
Sex (B) 1.13 1 1.13 2.05 ;, .05 
Interaction (AxB) o.86 2 0.63 0.78 )'-05 
Within 144.57 263 
F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95(2,263) • 3.03 F.99 (1,263) = 6.72 
B. The Second Semester Of First Year 
Table 27 shows the analysis of covariance of the achievement 
of Grade Point Average of the members of maternal employment groups. 
The F-value for groups (F = 0.71, df = 2/263, P ).05) and interac-
tions (F = 1.45, df = 2/263, P '7.05) were not significant. rut 
the F-value··ror sex. (C= 6.37, df = 1/263, P') .05) was significant. 
That m~s there ;ere no significant differences in Grade Point 
. ' 
Average among the children of maternal employment groups. There 
is significant ;difference between boys and girls in Grade Point 
,. .... 
Average. Roys and Girls did not differ in Grade Point Average among 
the three groups. 
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'.I'able 27 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Grade Point Average Of The Second Semester Of First Year 
Sources ss df MS F p 
Maternal. Employme?t Group (A) 0.72 2 0.36 0.71 >-05 
Sex (B) 3.25 1 3.25 6.37 <.05 
Interaction (AxB) 1.67 2 1.67 1.45 7.05 
Within 133.79 263 0.51 
C. The Whole First Year 
Table 28 notes the analysis of covariance of the achievement 
of Grade Point Averar:e of the children of maternal employment 
1:1:roups. Tre F-value for r:roups (F = 0.52 1 d.f = 2/263, P :::,-.05) 
nnd interaction (F = 1.29, df = 2/263, P"7.05) were not sir:nificar1t. 
D'i:1t the F'-v.uue for sex (F = 5.40, df = 1/263, P < .05) wns sir;nifi-
cant. ~rom the analysis of data it is apparent that there were no 
siF,nific~t differences in Grade Point Average among the children 
of maternal em:;:iloyment groups. There is a significant difference 
between boys and girls in Grade Point Average. Boys and girls 
did not differ in Grade Point Average among the three groups. 
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'l'able 28 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covaria.'1ce Of 
Grade Point Averar;e Of The Two -Semesters Of First Yeo.r 
Sources ss df MS r ,: 
Maternal Employme~t Group (A) 0.50 2 0.25 0.52 
Sex (B) 2.59 1 2.59 5. 110 
Interaction (AxB) 1.25 2 0.62 1.29 
Within 127.23 263 0.1+8 
D. ']11,e ?irst Semester Of Second Year 
p 
).O"i 
<.os 
:,:,.05 
T11ble 29 indicates tl2e analysis of covariance of tr,e scores 
of Grade Point Average of children in the three croups. ~her= 
values for groups (F = 0.12, df = 2/263, P/.05), for sex (F = 
2.82, df = 1/263, P7 .05) were not significant. Fror.1 the anr1lysis 
o'f data it is apparent that there were no significant differences 
in Grf-1.q__e Point Averares among the children of maternal employment 
. ,, 
groups. "rhere is significant differences 1·etween boys and girls 
in Grade Point.Average. noys and girls did not differ in Grade 
) 
.,:.;<-
Point Average among the three groups. 
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Table 29 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Grade Point Average Of The First .. Semester Of Second Year 
Sources ss df MS F p 
1-laternal Y,mployme_n~ Group (A) 0.13 2 o.06 0.12 ::, .05 
Sex (B) 1.41 1 1.41 2.82 ) .05 
Interaction (AxR) 1.73 2 o.86 1.72 'r .oc; 
Within 130.44 263 0.50 
~F.99 (1,263) = 6.72 F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 3.03 
E. The s·econd Semester Of Second Year 
Table 30 shows the analysis of covariance of the Grade Point 
Average of the children in the three groups. The F-value for 
groups (F = 1.57, df = 2/263, P )•05) and for interaction (F = 
1.42,, df = 2/263, P).05) were not significant. The F-value for 
sex (F = 1J;59, df:;:: J/263, P).05) was, however, significant. 
From th'e.': analysis -of data it is clear that there were no sir,nifi-
'·\, 
cant differences in Grade Point Average among tbe children of 
maternal employment. groups. There is significant difference be-
_..,_ 
-tween boys and girls in Grade Point Average. Bo:,lS and girls did 
not differ in Grade Point Average among the three groups. 
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Table 30 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covaria."lce Of 
Grade Point Average Of The Second Semester Of Second Ye::ir 
Sources ss df ViS F p 
J;aternal Employment Group (A) 1.70 2 0.85 1.57 ).Oc 
Sex (B) 7.34 1 7.34 13.59 <.01 
Interaction (AxE) 1 • :;i4 2 0.77 1.1+2 7 .05 
\Jithin 141.34 263 
F. The Whole Second Year 
Table 32 shows the analysis of covariance of the scores of 
Grade Point Average of the members in the maternal employment 
groups. The F-values for groups (F = 0.74, df = 2/263, P 7.05) 
and for int er act ion (F = 1. 76, df · = 2/263, P) • 05) were not signi-
ficant, bu:t t-he F-value for sex (F = 10.76, df = 1/263, P<.01) 
was, b&,,wever siF,n±ficant. From the analysis of data it is 
' ,, 
npparent '\-hat there were no significant differences in Grade Point 
Average among ~he children of maternal employment groups. There 
is significant different between boys and girls in Grade Point 
Average. Pays and girls did not differ in Grade Point Averar,e 
among the three groups. 
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Table 31 
Summary Table Of Analysis Of Covariance Of 
Grade Point Average Of The Two Semesters Of Second Year 
sources BB df MS F p 
Maternal F.mploymen} Group (A) o.68 2 0.34 o. 71+ >~05 
Sex (B) 4.95 1 1+.95 10.76 < .01 
Interaction (AxB) 1.63 2 0.82 1.76 )'-.05 
Within 122.31 263 0.46 
G. The 1:lho1e 'l'wo Years 
Table 32 presents the analysis of covariance of the scores 
of Grade Point /1.verage of the children in the maternal employment 
r,roups. The F-values for groups (F = o.80, df = 2/263, P ;.05) 
and for interactions (I' = 2.00, df. = 2/263, P ).05) were not 
significant, but the F-value for sex (F = 8. 76, ctf = 1/263, 
\_ ,-
P <. 01 l was, howeY.,er-, significant. From the analysis of data 
"" •'-
it is cle'1U' that there were no significant differences in Grade 
Point Average amonF the children of maternal employment rroups. 
~ 
T_here is sign±ticant difference between boys and r:irls in Grade 
Point Average. Eoys and girls did not differ in Grade Point 
amonr, the three groups. 
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Tahle 32 
Summary Table Of Analysis, Of Covariance Of 
Grade Point Average Of The Two Semester Of Two Ye:1.rs 
sources ss df I<S F p 
Maternal Employment Group (A) 0.72 2 0.36 o.9o >.05 
Sex (B) 3.94 1 3.94 8.76 <.01 
Interaction (AxB) 1.79 2 - 0.90 2.00 7 .05 
Hi thin 118.32 263 0.1+5 
F.99 (1,263) = 6.72 F.95 (1,263) = 3.87 F.95 (2,263) = 
Discussion 
From the previous statements we found that there was no 
sicnificant difference in any course, total Grade Point Averape 
and any time. :period among children from homes w11ere the mot:,er 
~qrks full-time, part-time or not at all. Al thouch tr;e results 
are diff~rent from JSries et al (1967), Farley (1968), !'onducci 
,, -
.·, 
( 1967), Rurchinal and ::cossman ( 1961), Brown ( 1970) and Golct a7ld 
Adr-es .C1.9,7.8.).,, but like, .. however, Hitchcock ( 1959, Nelson ( 1969), 
, 
Keidel (1970),"cmd Schreiner's (1963) etc. Hypothesis 1, 2, 3 
a.7ld 4 were rejected. 
3.03 
It becomes apparent from this study, Query and Kuruvilla 
and Gold and Adres that where as the educational and occupational 
level of the mother ma_y rave some positive bearing upon rer 
children's school achievement. 
Boys and girls did not differ in any course, total Grade 
Point Average and any time period among the maternal employment 
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r:roups. It is similar to nelson. Hypothesis 5, 6, 7, n..r1d g 
were accepted. 
In Gold and Andres, one more variable ( social class of 
family) was added and the interaction among maternal employment 
status, social class of family and sex of child was sir:nificant. 
So when we study·t~e relationship between maternal employment 
and school achievement, the educational and occupational level 
of mothers (related to social class) should be- thoup:ht about. 
Some other factors might also be considered, for example as the 
level of satisfaction of working mother about her job, mother's 
;:tttitude toward her work or nonwork, the children caring, and 
-tr,e attitude of children toward maternal employment etc. 
'f'he study ·of sex difference was not contained in tLe purpose 
of the present study, but some sex differences were found. 'J'be 
sex difference of Chinese Language Arts was found from tre 
second semester of first grade and keeping, on, cirls were 1:ip:her 
,:,. 
th;:m toys _ _, ··as Gold M,;i Andres found, the Arithmetic was differ-
. .,:-, ,-
ent fI'O~ the first semester of second grade, and keeping on, with 
--~ 
the girls higher, different from Gold and Andres; the Social 
Studies was dif~er~nt from the second semester of second grade, 
w1th the girls higher; the grade point average difference was 
found the second semester of first grade and continued on, 
except for the first semester of second grade. 
CHAPI'KR IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA'rIONS 
The main purpose of this study was to determine if c}cilrl-
ren with working mothers do in fatt differ from chilrlren with 
non working motl·ers in school achievement. Though reviewinr 
- relate~literature, data collecting, mother employment status 
survey, testing and statistical analysis steps, some conclusions 
were deduced as reference for the educator, psychologist, 
sociolop;ist, teacr,er of elementrrry school anrl parents on pc1rts. 
This c'napter will syntl~esize the analysis discussed above, and 
then will suc;gest some recommendations. 
Conclusions 
1. ,r,faternnl Rmpl.oyment And Intelligence. There is no 
, -..,, 
differe'tt<;e in intellir;ence among c11ildren from homes where tr e 
', 
mothers works full-time, part-time or not at all. 
2. Mate,rnal~ Fmployment ~-nd School Achievement. There 
is no difference in school achievement among cl,ildren fror:i hor.1es 
where the mothers works full-time, part-time, or not at all i.e. 
l,ypothesis 1,2,3, and l+ were rejected. The reason why mifht be 
that early elementary children were too young to qualify to r:.,c-ae 
achievement.effected by the maternal employment status. 
3. Sex Differences Of School Achievement Were Concluded 
As ,,-allows: ( a) There is no sicnificant sex difference· in first 
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semester of first year. (b) In second semester of the first year, 
girls' grade:point was higher than boys' for Chinese Language 
Arts and grade point averae;e of 3 course:., but there was no 
difference on Arithmetic and Social Studies. (c) In the whole 
first year, girls' grade point was higher than boys' on Chinese 
Language Arts and grade point average, but Arithmetic and Social 
Studies are not siGnificant. (d) In the first semester of second 
year, girls' grade point was higher than boys' on Chinese Lanr,un.ce 
Arts and Arithmetic, but Social Studies and grade point avernr:e 
were not. (e) In the second semester of second year, there were 
significant differences between boys and girls on all 3 courses and 
grade point average. Girls were higher. (f) In the whole second 
year there were significant differences between boys and girls 
except for Social Studies, with girls being higher. (g) In the 
whole two years, girls were high~r than boys on all 3 courses and 
grade point average. 
There'-wa.s no significant interaction among boys and girls 
i.e. b6~ and girl; did not differ in school achievement among 
-.\, 
the maternal employment groups at any period or for any courses 
in the first twd years of elementary school. Hypothesis 5,6,7, 
;""" 
nnd 8 were accepted. 
Recommendations 
1. One of findings of this investigation was that there 
is no difference in school achievement among maternal employment 
groups. The wise woman surely does not use all other ability 
outside of home, but she still faithfully carries out her duties 
in the home as well. 
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2. There are sex differences in school achieve~ent of 
early elementary school children. The teacher should pay 
attention to the sex differences in his/her instruction. 
3. The subjects of the present study were first two r-rade 
students of elementary school. If we want to understand the 
entire situation/ we should continue studying what happens 
with the older students of elementary schools, high school stu-
dents and coller,e students. 
4. This study only gives heed to the maternal employment 
status, and did not notice to the kind of profession, the official 
position, the children caring, the level of satisfaction of work-
ing mother, and the attitude of children toward maternal employ-
ment etc. Those factors should be noticed in the further studies. 
5. There were some studies found where boys were hirher 
than girls on mathematics and social studies, but the results of 
this study were opposite. The reason why ha.snot been answered 
'-·- t:~e author. Is tb.~re a racial difference or not? That needs 
, " . to be studied. 
·-.. 
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